Divermite™
Put lower cleaning costs on the menu

Put lower cleaning costs on the menu
Divermite brings you:
• A sparkling clean kitchen
• Lowest and predictable cleaning cost
• No costly application errors
• Clean and safe working conditions

A sparkling clean kitchen

No costly application errors

The Divermite system offers maximum economy by
delivering high performance kitchen cleaning products as
highly concentrated liquids.

Divermite is easy to use, helping you avoid costly
application errors.

The compact Divermite range of frequently used, high
performance products ensures a sparkling clean kitchen,
with food preparation and cooking areas that are fully
sanitised and totally clean.
Each recyclable 1.5 litre pouch provides from 100 to 300
reusable bottles of solution.

Lowest and predictable
cleaning costs
The products are dispensed into ergonomic, colour
coded application bottles.
• The system combines highly concentrated product
formulations with accurate dosing. The result is
significantly improved cost-efficiency in all your
kitchen cleaning.
• Wall mounted dispensers, with patented built in repeat
delay, prevents accidental overdosing.

• The 1.5 litre pouch of colour coded concentrate slots
into the dispenser in seconds, and is released into an
easily identifiable, colour coded spray bottle at the push
of a button.
• The reusable, application-specific bottles have unique
key necks to ensure the right product is dispensed into
the right bottle.
• There are two Divermite versions: Divermite S for
dispensing into spray-bottles or into buckets with the
help of a ladle, and Divermite Plus that dispenses
directly into the sink via a directable spout.
• Installing Divermite is easy; no plumbing or electrical
connections are needed.

Clean and safe
working conditions
Divermite is quick, clean and safe to use, allowing your
staff to work in a smooth running, pleasant working
environment.
• Small packs are easy to handle and store, and avoid the
use of untidy canisters.
• The small pouch with super concentrate can be
easily compacted and folded after use, resulting
in 92% less plastic waste than conventional
packaging. You minimise environmental impact while
maximising savings on waste disposal costs.
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Features:
1

Closable lid

2

Quick pouch connection

3

Indicator for dosing

4

Push button

5

Bottle connector

Product

Description

Suma Star-Plus D1 plus

Concentrated hand
dishwashing product

Suma Multi-Conc D2 conc

Concentrated all purpose
cleaner

Suma San-Conc D4a conc

Concentrated sanitiser

Suma Bac-Conc D10 conc

Concentrated detergent
sanitiser

Diversey has been, and always will be, a
pioneer and facilitator for life. We constantly
deliver revolutionary cleaning and hygiene
technologies that provide total confidence to
our customers across all of our global sectors.
Diversey is headquartered in Fort Mill, SC, USA.
For more information, visit www.diversey.com
or follow us on social media.

P: 1800 647 779
Diversey New Zealand: 24 Bancroft Crescent, Glendene, Auckland 0602 P: 0800 803 615
Diversey Australia: 29 Chifley St, Smithfield NSW 2164
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